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LET us consider the reaction 

p + p-,.'f\- +E-. (1) 

We denote the amplitude for it by f (Pi, Pf, O'p, O'a), 
where Pi and Pf are the relative momenta in the 
initial and final states, and O'p and O'a are the 
Pauli matrices of the particles and antiparticles. 
From invariance with respect to charge conjuga
tion it follows that 

f (pi, pf' ap, a a)= f (-pi, - p1, a a, ap), {2) 

If the initial state is unpolarized, then it is not hard 
to prove by Eq. (2) that the polarization vectors of 
the hyperon ( P~ ) and of the antihyperon ( P~ ) in 
the final states are given by 

pl; = pl;' =A [pip/] /I [pipf]J, 

where A is a function of the scalar (Pi· pf). 
Measurement of the angular asymmetries in 

the decay of the ~- and ~- produced in the 
reaction {1) gives the ratio 

Pl;or.l;/Pl:'or.l:' = or.l;for.l:', 

(3) 

(4) 

where 01~ and 01~ are the antisymmetry coeffi
cients of the decays. As has- been shown in refer
ence 1, measurement of the ratio 01~ I 01~ is of 
great significance for testing the conservation laws 
associated with time reversal T and charge con
jugation C; this ratio differs from unity only if 
T and C are not conserved in the decay. 

Let us go on to the consideration of the two 
cases 

p + p (n + n) __,. Y 1 + Y 2 + m11:+ + n11:- + l11:0 (5) 

--+ }\ + Y 2 + n11:+ + m11:- + l11:0 . (6) 

The amplitudes for the reactions (5) and (6) are 
expressed in the form 

f1 (pi, PI' Pd• P[;:. p~, aP, a a), or.= 1, 2, ... m, 

~= 1, ... n, 

(7) 

where p±,o are the momenta of 7r±,o mesons. 
From invariance with respect to C it follows that 

=fl(-pi, -p,,p;;-,pt,p~,aa,ap). (8) 

Using the relation (8), we get not only equality of 
the total cross-sections and the angular distribu
tions of these two processes ( a1 and a2), but also 
equality of the polarization vectors of the hyperons 
and antihyperons in the finai state ( Py and Py). 
When the initial state is unpolarized we have 

0 1 (P;• PI' Pt. P[;:. P~) = 0 2 (-Pi' - Pt' P[;:• Pt. P~). 

P v, (pi, Pf' Pd, P[;:, P~) = P'Y, (-Pi' -PI' P[;:• Pd • P~). 

Py,(P1• Pf' Pt. P[;:• P~) = Py,(-pi, -p,, P[;:· Pt. P~). (9) 

Analogous relations exist also for reactions in 
which K mesons and nucleons are produced. 

There are also a number of selection rules for 
reactions of the types 

n + p {p + n)-+ yl + ?2 + mT~:+ + n"- + [11:0 
__,. Y~ + Y~ + m11:+ + n"- + l11:0 , (10) 

where Y1 and Y2 are obtained from Y 1 and Y 2 

by means of the operator G, which is the product 
of the charge-conjugation operator and a rotation 
through the angle 1r around the x axis of the iso
baric space.2 For example 

~- = GE+, E0 = GE0 , 'E+ = GE-, 

A0 =GAo, n = Gp, 11:±• 0 = 011:±· 0 

and so on. We denote the respective amplitudes of 
the reactions (10) by 

f1 (pi, Pf' Pt. P[;:. P~. 0 p• 0 a) and f2 (pi, Pf' Pt. P[;:. P~. 0 p• a a). 

From invariance with respect to G it follows that 

f1 (pi, Pf' pj-, P[;:. p~, ap, aa) 

= "flf2 (-pi, -pf' Pt. P[;:• P~. aa, aP), (11) 

where 11 == ± 1 is a phase factor. 
It is easy to show from Eq. (11) that for an un

polarized initial state 

0 1 (pi, Pf' Pt. P[;:• P~) = 0 2 (-Pi' - Pt• Pt. P(l· p~), 

Py, (pi, Pf' Pt. P(l. P~) = Py-~ (-Pi' -p,, Pt. P(l· P~). 

P'Y,(P1, pf' Pt. P(l· p~) = Pv~ (-p1, -p1, Pt. PIJ• P~). (12) 

1 Chou Kuang-Chao, Nuclear Phys. (in press). 
2 T. D. Lee and C. N. Yang, Nuovo cimento 3, 

749 (1956). 
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